Introduction

The most important outcome of a beef cow/calf enterprise is the production of a healthy weaned calf from each female (cow and heifer) each year. Without a doubt, the role of bulls is significant. It was shown in the last USDA surveys that the use of artificial insemination (AI) in the US beef industry is low, only reaching single digits. Considerations about AI were addressed extensively in a companion Ask IFAS publication (Binelli et al. 2021). Bulls have an essential role in the beef systems because of their importance in breeding cows and heifers; therefore, their welfare should be a priority for the beef cattle producer.

However, purchase and maintenance of bulls represent a high cost in the cattle operation. Therefore, special care and management of bulls are recommended before the breeding season. This article aims to present and discuss the most common management practices related to bull use that can impact cow-calf production and to share relevant statistics of bull use based on the last USDA surveys.

Bull-to-Female Ratio

This terminology refers to the number of females (cows and/or heifers) exposed and expected to be bred by a bull. Hereafter, we will use these terminologies interchangeably.
It is common to use one bull to breed many cows or heifers in cow-calf operations. However, the bull-to-female ratio varies among operations. In general, the bull-to-female ratio ranges from as low as one bull to 10 females, up to as much as one bull to 50 females. There could be several reasons for a producer to lower the bull-to-female ratio. One is the age of the bulls; fewer females are allocated to younger bulls because the bulls are considered inexperienced and still growing. A rule of thumb for the recommended maximum number of females exposed to a young bull is to use the bull's age in months as a proxy number of females exposed to it. For example, when using a 15-month-old yearling bull, it is recommended to expose no more than 15 females to that bull in its first breeding season. Use of timed-natural breeding protocols is a reason for reducing the bull-to-cow ratio. Timed-natural breeding uses a round of estrus synchronization followed by natural breeding without AI. Many females will go into heat in a concentrated and short period in response to synchronization protocols. Therefore, there is a need for extra bull power to ensure a good pregnancy outcome.

In other situations, producers may use a high bull-to-female ratio, resulting in more cows and/or heifers exposed to each bull. One scenario exemplifies the low bull-to-cow ratio when mature and high-performance bulls are used. This is possible for fully grown bulls, who performed well on the breeding soundness evaluation and showed outstanding results in the previous breeding season. Another scenario using a high bull-to-female ratio is when clean-up bulls are used after AI. In that situation, because a high proportion of females could be pregnant from the AI, the number of bulls is reduced.

In 2017, producers were asked how many females they placed per bull during the breeding season, according to bull category (yearling or mature). On average, yearling bulls were exposed to 15.2 females, while mature bulls were exposed to 22.3 females. Interestingly, a direct increase in the number of females exposed per bull was reported as herd size increased (Figure 1). When comparing the results of the 2017 survey with the previous years (1997 and 2007), the bull-to-female ratio was steady in the last two decades but decreased slightly, as shown in the 2017 report (Figure 1). In 1997, a yearling bull was exposed to 17.5 females, while a mature bull was exposed to 25.3 females, on average. The ratios were similar from 1997 and 2007; however, there was a 15% drop in the number of females exposed to yearling bulls and a 10% drop for mature bulls in the 2017 survey. The recent trend of exposing fewer females per bull suggests that ranchers may want to ensure the breeding season’s success by having enough bull power to serve their females, or that there is a perception that the bull’s capacity is underestimated. Additional information on the reproductive soundness and performance of bulls could lend context to this change.

In 2017, 28.5% of beef cattle operations introduced new bulls into their herds to be used during the last breeding season (either purchased, leased, or borrowed). There was a direct association between herd size and the percentage of bulls introduced to the herd. Specifically, fewer small operations introduced new bulls compared to medium and large operations (23.1%, 39.4%, and 61.3%, respectively; Figure 2). When evaluating the type of bulls introduced by herd size, small operations introduced older bulls (18 months or older, not considered virgins) in a higher proportion than medium and large operations (64.2% 42.8%, and 40.3%, respectively; Figure 2).

**Type of Bulls Used and Introduction of Bulls to the Herd**

Bulls are expected to serve the herd for several years to maximize the return on the investment. It is common to purchase and introduce young and virgin bulls (yearlings) to the herd. Reducing the breeding pressure by lowering the bull-to-female ratio is recommended when a new yearling bull is introduced into the herd. As yearling bulls mature and become fit for breeding more cows, ranchers can increase the bull-to-female ratio and expose mature cows to these mature bulls without the risk of compromising the calf crop. Considerations and reasons for adding new bulls to the herd include reducing inbreeding, improving genetics, and replacing culled bulls (e.g., due to age, injury, sale, poor reproductive performance, failing the bull breeding soundness exam).

In the 2017 survey, 28.5% of beef cattle operations introduced new bulls into their herds to be used during the last breeding season (either purchased, leased, or borrowed). There was a direct association between herd size and the percentage of bulls introduced to the herd. Specifically, fewer small operations introduced new bulls compared to medium and large operations (23.1%, 39.4%, and 61.3%, respectively; Figure 2). When evaluating the type of bulls introduced by herd size, small operations introduced older bulls (18 months or older, not considered virgins) in a higher proportion than medium and large operations (64.2% 42.8%, and 40.3%, respectively; Figure 2).
Small operations keep bulls in the herd longer and rely more upon mature bulls for breeding compared to large operations. Small operations that introduce new bulls to the herd do so by bringing mature and non-virgin bulls at a greater proportion than larger operations. Pay attention to the soundness of mature bulls throughout their productive life and the level of inbreeding possibly occurring in the herd. Be aware of the increased risks of introducing venereal diseases when bringing older bulls into a herd.

**Bull Breeding Soundness Exam (BSE)**

The bull BSE brings information that helps the ranchers make sound decisions to maximize a bull’s influence on pregnancy rates. The BSE should be performed by trained veterinarians, following a thorough evaluation of the bull (Koziol and Armstrong 2018). Specifically, the exam will consist of the evaluation of the bull’s physical condition (eyes, mouth, nose, skin, feet and legs, overall body structure, and conformation in general) and reproductive components (testis, epididymis, scrotum, accessory sex glands, prostate, prepuce, sheath, and penis), and lastly, the collection of a sample of semen to be analyzed for motility and morphology. Spermatozoa need to swim all the way from the vagina, passing the cervix to the end of the uterine horns, to reach the oviduct, where fertilization will take place. Therefore, evaluation of motility is necessary to assure the presence of a minimum number of spermatozoa that can swim forward and reach the female egg. A more detailed and essential part of the semen evaluation is morphological analysis. The veterinarian will prepare a slide smear and stain the spermatozoa. Under the microscope, spermatozoa will be classified as normal (Figure 3, left panel) or abnormal (Figure 3, central and right panels). Even though this procedure takes a little extra time, it brings important information to the BSE and contributes to the final classification of the bulls as satisfactory or not satisfactory for breeding.

[Figure 2. Overall introduction of new bulls, and introduction of bulls no longer considered virgin in 2017 (left panel), and types of bulls used for breeding in 2017 (right panel) for small, medium, and large operations. Credits: NAHMS Beef (2017)]

Libido or service capacity is not typically evaluated during the BSE. Nevertheless, this should not be used as an excuse for not evaluating the bulls’ soundness before exposing them to the cows and/or heifers.

Ideally, the BSE should be performed at least 60 days before turning the bulls with cows or heifers. This interval is recommended to allow enough time to reevaluate bulls classified as deferred in the BSE. A significant percentage of yearlings are expected to be classified as deferred in the BSE. More time is needed for them to reach sexual maturity, and a second BSE will verify that.

Conditions in which bulls are kept and managed may have negative impacts on bull performance. Such conditions include but are not limited to rough and large pasture areas, climate, environmental challenges, ectoparasites, competition with multiple bulls serving the same group of cows, and introduction to new bulls. These conditions are common in the southeastern United States, especially in Florida; therefore, bulls may experience a relatively greater risk of becoming sick or injured, which is expected to impact their libido and performance. Thus, it is highly recommended that ranchers test their bulls at least once a year before the beginning of the breeding season. The annual bull BSE should not be considered a cost but an investment to secure the success of the upcoming breeding season, at least from the bull’s side.

Producers were asked if the new bulls entering the operation were submitted to reproductive examination. For the 28.5% of operations that introduced bulls for the previous year’s breeding season, on average, 66.8% of the bulls were semen-checked. However, checking varied considerably according to herd size. Semen testing in new bulls introduced
to the herd was conducted in 51.6%, 87.2%, and 96.4% of the small, medium, and large operations, respectively (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Reproductive examination procedures were performed on new bulls in 2017 for small, medium, and large operations (left panel) and in the last two decades (right panel). Credits: NAHMS Beef (2017)

Similar results were observed when producers were asked about scrotal circumference measurement in new bulls introduced to the herd (Figure 4). Only 38.7% of the small producers measured scrotal circumference, compared to 79.3% and 91.4% of medium and large operations, respectively. When previous reports were compared, 57.3% and 71.3% of the operations performed semen checks to new bulls introduced to the herd in the 1997 and 2007 surveys, respectively.

Next, producers were asked about the reproductive examinations conducted on old bulls. Old bulls were already on the ranch and considered experienced. In the 2017 survey, only 31.4% and 22.1% of the producers semen-tested and measured the scrotal circumference of old bulls, respectively. Fewer small operations used those techniques in old bulls compared to medium and large operations (semen test: 24.2%, 48.1%, and 67.2%, respectively; Figure 5). The use of reproductive examination in old bulls from the 2017 survey was higher compared to the previous years’ surveys. In 1997, only 17.3% and 9.8% of the old bulls were submitted to semen check and scrotal measurement, respectively. In 2007, these percentages were 26.8% and 15.6%, respectively (Figure 5).

There was a direct association of herd size and the use of reproductive examination and an increased adoption rate of these evaluations since 1997. The use of scrotal circumference measurement was lower than the use of semen testing reported in all surveys, even though both practices are part of a thorough bull BSE.

Figure 5. Reproductive examination procedures performed on old bulls in 2017 for small, medium, and large operations (left panel) and in the last two decades (right panel). Credits: NAHMS Beef (2017)

Tritrichomonas foetus Test

The risk of beef cattle contracting venereal diseases in Florida is relatively high. *Tritrichomonas foetus* (also called “Trich”) is one of the most important pathogens affecting bulls and inducing reproductive losses in beef cattle herds. Testing for this common venereal disease is highly recommended. Since bulls will be restrained for the BSE, ranchers should collect samples to test for common venereal diseases. In conjunction with the bull BSE, the sampling and testing for venereal diseases should be prioritized as a routine chore before the breeding season starts.

In 2017, producers were asked about testing their new bulls for Trich. Only about half of the producers tested (53.6%), and there was only a small variation according to the operation’s size (46.9%, 62.2%, and 67.3% for small, medium, and large herd size, respectively; Figure 6). However, there was a significant discrepancy in Trich testing for old bulls. Only 20.8% of the producers tested old bulls for Trich, with a considerable difference among small (17.6%), medium (26.6%), and large (43.3%) operations (Figure 6). A similar question was asked in the 1997 and 2007 surveys (Figure 6). In the 1997 report, less than 5% of the operations tested old bulls already present in the farm for Trich. This proportion doubled (9.8%) for the 2007 report.

Sire Identification DNA Testing

It is common to have a group of females exposed to multiple bulls for breeding purposes. This situation is commonly observed in medium and large operations, in which a group of bulls is needed to match the required bull-to-cow ratio. Such a management practice creates the challenge of evaluating an individual bull’s breeding performance—specifically, how many and which females were bred by which bull. Modern DNA testing technologies are now commercially available to provide calf crop paternity information. Only data collected in the 2017
USDA survey are available. Overall, there was a low use rate of this technology; only 3.6% of the operations DNA-tested cattle for sire identification. Small operations used DNA testing in a lower proportion (2.6%) than medium and large operations (5.6% and 10.6%, respectively; Figure 7). When asked if they used only one bull in the herd, 20.8% of the small operations responded that they used only one bull, compared to 8.8% and 1.4% for medium and large operations, respectively (Figure 7). However, 76.6%, 85.6%, and 88% of small, medium, and large operations, respectively, had more than one bull serving the herd and did not use DNA testing for sire identification in the 2017 survey.

- The bull-to-female ratio decreased slightly over the previous two decades, regardless of the bull type used (i.e., yearling or mature).
- There is a clear difference in how small operations manage bulls and which type of bulls they introduce to their operations compared to medium and large operations. Small operations tend to use a single bull and keep bulls longer for breeding compared to medium and large herds.
- The reproductive examination (semen test, scrotal measurements) and Trich test were performed more frequently in new bulls introduced to the herd than in bulls already present in the herd. Additionally, there was an increase in the proportion of ranches performing reproduction evaluations (semen test and scrotal measurements) in old bulls since the last two reports, but it is still low.
- Testing for the venereal parasite *Trichomonas foetus* was reported mostly for new bulls introduced in the herd, especially in the large operations. The Trich testing rate has increased since 1997; however, it is still low, especially for bulls already present in the operations.
- Commercial DNA testing for sire identification recently became available to beef cattle producers. The percentage of operations utilizing this technology is still low.

In conclusion, these surveys showed that there is room for improvement regarding the use of important reproductive and health evaluations for bulls. Considering most of the breeding in the beef cattle industry is done by natural service, the bulls are critical components of the herd’s reproductive success.
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